FRIENDS WITHOUT
BORDERS
(PORTSMOUTH)
You are cordially invited to our

Annual General Meeting
To be held in All Saints Church PO1 4BT
Tuesday 19th April 2016 at 7pm

After the AGM there will be short talks on
 The new Friends Without Borders
Michael Woolley
 The Syrians coming to Hampshire
Malcolm Little
Refreshments and an opportunity to meet other
supporters after the main meeting
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LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
Charity number 1080187
Trustees 2015
Michael Woolley (Chairman)
Coleen Le (Deputy Chair)
John Bosco Nyombi
Charles Leddy Owen
Alan Fair
Bryony Whitmarsh (resigned August)
Frances Pilling (co-opted)
Coordinators till August: Anne Dickinson and Frances Pilling
Coordinators post August: Michael Woolley, Coleen Le, FrancesPiling
Contact information: coordinator@friendswithoutborders.org.uk
023 9283 9222 (answerphone),
All Saints Church, Commercial Road, Portsmouth PO1 4BT
AIMS AND ORGANISATION
Purposes for which the charity is established:
Relief of immigrants or refugees who are suffering hardship or distress
or are in need, with particular reference, but without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, to those who are imprisoned or detained by
the Immigration Services of the United Kingdom whether in Holding
Centres, Detention Centres, Prisons or Police Stations. There have been
no changes in the aims since the charity was registered.
Organisation: The charity is managed by an Executive Committee,
consisting of the trustees, which meets every two months. Day to day
management is by the coordinators
PUBLIC BENEFIT STATEMENT
The trustees have paid due regard to the guidance issued by the Charity
Commission on Public Benefit. a) Friends Without Borders has relieved
poverty through the provision of payments to meet particular needs,
granting allowances to destitute clients for limited periods and
assistance with travelling expenses. b) Friends Without Borders has also
provided free legal advice, regulated by the OISC, on immigration
matters. c) Public Benefit has also been served by education of the
general public through lectures, presentations and discussions.

2015 An Extraordinary Year
Last year was extraordinary in various
different ways. At our last Annual
Meeting Haslar was still functioning as
an Immigration Removal Centre. A
month later it unexpectedly closed. The
prison staff, some of whom had moved
to Gosport a year earlier with the
assurance of long term security, were
offered jobs hundreds of miles away.
Our charity, which had run for over
twenty years as Haslar Visitors Group,
was never officially informed or
thanked.
Over recent years more than three
hundred local people have visited men
in Haslar, sometimes just once and
sometimes every week for years at a
time. They found them solicitors, stood
bail for them, took them warm clothing
and generally cared for men often
without friends or family in the UK.
There are a number of people now at
liberty in England, and contributing to
British life, who would not be were it
not for Haslar visitors.
The group also highlighted the
sometimes
disgraceful
conditions
inside the prison - which improved
considerably over the last few years
perhaps because of the spot-light we
brought to bear.
With the closure of the prison came a
financial crisis as charity funding is
getting
more
difficult.
Trustees
nervously took the difficult decision
convert
to
an
all-volunteer
organisation. The staff were given
three month notice and then paid
slightly
more
than
statutory
redundancy, an honourable end to
their time with us.
.

We wish both our ex-staff members
well. Anne Dickinson has gone
travelling and is believed to be
somewhere in America. Frances Pilling
got a job next door at the Red Cross
where she helps organise the drop-in
they share with us, so we still see her
regularly. She also, when Bryony
Whitmarsh stood down, resumed her
place as one of our trustees, this time
as a co-opted member.

Charles in the Access to Justice Office

Not the least thing Frances does is to
continue to volunteer for our Access to
Justice project – where, as the most
qualified of our three advisers, she has
an important role. Charles Leddy Owen
volunteered for Access to Justice work
during 2015 and is taking his grade
one exam any time now. John
Bingham continues to spend two days
a week in the office but will probably do
less once Charles settles in.
The charity and the clients owe a huge
debt of gratitude to all the Access to
Justice volunteers. We really need
one or two more to train up to do the
legal work and strengthen the team so

if any of you reading this have a legal
background and might be interested do
let us know

Hilary in the drop-in

One of the things we have had to do in
the last few months is to train some
new volunteers. At the drop-in we now
have three tables with three laptops
and a printer - so three advisers can
work at the same time. The team
leader (Coleen or Michael) occupies
one table and the others are manned
by various volunteers. We now have a
team of nearly ten giving advice on a
wide variety of everyday “life in Britain”
questions. With computers, a phone,
knowledge of Britain and goodwill a
surprising amount can be achieved.
In May the Liberal Democrats lost
Portsmouth
Council
to
the
Conservatives. In October the Council
resolved to write to the Home Office
requesting that the City should no
longer be a “dispersal area” for asylum
seekers. The Red Cross and Friends
Without Borders both addressed the
Council before the vote, both pointing
out that the reasoning - to save
pressure on schools - was flawed (the

124 asylum seekers dispersed to
Portsmouth create almost no pressure
on school places). This had no effect
on the vote, a request was sent to the
Home Office for an end to dispersal and was duly rejected. Against the
background of the current European
refugee crisis, with millions being
displaced, this squabbling about such
tiny numbers seems very sad.
Incidentally it should be noted that our
client base is much larger than the 124
dispersed – when people get papers
they often continue to attend the dropin, partly for help with matters to do
with settling in Britain and partly for
social reasons - to see their friends.
Other clients have lost their cases and
fallen off the Home Office list but are
still trying to regularise their positions.
Some have failed claims but are from
countries like Syria and Iraq to which
the Home Office makes no active
attempts to return people (though it
doesn‟t let them work and leaves them
without any Government support totally destitute).
The next challenge we are likely to
face is the arrival of the Syrians whom
the Prime Minister has arranged to
receive. They will be looked after by
the County Council, have the right to
work and have housing provided. We
shall be delighted to help them if we
can - but should probably concentrate
more on some of the people who aren‟t
being given any help or support at all
by the Government.
So it has been a quite extraordinary
year in all sorts of ways, not least that I
am now back doing the job I once did
for salary – but now as a volunteer.
Michael Woolley

Drop-in Impressions

Rosie started training as a drop-in adviser a few weeks ago
I started to volunteer with Friends
Without Borders in October 2015,
and have remained committed to
helping at the Monday and Thursday
drop-in services whenever I can. My
first experience at the drop-in advice
service was a rather chaotic one: the
room was crammed with people;
children found space to run riot; and
volunteers were shouting out names
above all the noise. I helped myself to
a coffee and found myself gravitating
to the sides of the room where I was
able to see more clearly what was
going on, and how the service was
structured - there was “method in the
madness”!
Over time I started to train as an advisor and began to engage with
clients in a new way, different to the way in which I had been interacting
with them in previous weeks. Joe (not his real name) is the perfect
example of this. He is a man who likes to keep spirits high, always
aiming to get a laugh out of the next person to arrive at the drop-in. In
assessing his case and speaking to him on a one-to-one basis, however,
it soon became clear that he is in fact suffering with severe depression.
Undeniably the drop-in service offers a vital social space and a support
network for those people who attend, and who are trying to cope with
emotional difficulties similar to those experienced by Joe. Every week I
see people together in laughter and conversation, with a coffee in hand,
and usually enjoying a homemade sandwich provided by the kitchen
volunteers. The inclusivity and friendliness of the drop-in is something
worth celebrating; it provides people (both volunteers and clients) with a
reason to return week on week to provide support and help each other.
Unfortunately, this does not represent the full reality of the All Saints
drop-in services nor the experience of those who rely on them. Indeed,
the majority of clients face extremely difficult situations in relation to their
claims to gain legal citizenship in the UK. These difficulties present
themselves in a variety of ways each week. I met a man named Ahmed,
(not his real name) who presented me with a letter that explained he was
about to lose his Asylum support under Section 4, which in turn meant
that he would lose his temporary accommodation. I could see the fear

and desperation setting in as he processed what being translated to him.
In broken English he explained, rather frantically, that he had neither
friends nor family upon whom he could rely upon and, consequently, this
news would leave him homeless. In response, the only thing I could offer
him was a destitution payment of £20 a week, together with new clothes,
food and drink for two days of the week. That same day I gave out
regular destitution payments to some familiar faces at the drop-in, each
receiving £10 or £20 per week while they wait for their cases to be
adjudicated. Many clients lose their cases and are left destitute and
struggling to support themselves, let alone any family members. It is
these same clients who each week shake our hands, thank us for our
time, and leave more often than not with a smile on their faces. It is this
courage and strength that inspires me the most, enables me to keep
volunteering, and reaffirms my determination to help.
Rosalind Goodship

FINANCIAL REPORT

What these figures show

.

We raised about £30,000 LESS in grants in 2015.
We had about £30,000 less in our bank accounts at year end.
The paid staff left on 31st August.
The redundancy money they were paid used all remaining 2015
salary budget.
 We start 2016 with fewer resources but far fewer outgoings than
previously.





NOT SHOWN BY THE FIGURES ABOVE IS THAT
50% of our current income comes from a lot of small (£5/£10 a month)
but regular donations largely by local people. We are robust – not
vulnerable to the whims of one big funder, or a national organisation
not particularly committed to Portsmouth.
This year we have received a generous legacy from an ex-volunteer
and encourage our supporters to consider legacy giving.
John Bosco Nyombi
Treasurer

INCOME RECEIPTS
From voluntary sources
Gift Aid recovered
Various grants
Bank Interest
TOTAL RECEIPTS

2015

2014

4,447
44,576
11
49,034

6,885
77,088
18
83,991

DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENDITURE
Grants made
Destitute Asylum Seekers
16,687
Drop-in
3,382
Mobile Top Ups
283
Volunteer Expenses
381
20,683
Other Expenditure
Staff costs
45,100
Office costs
9,043
Access to Justice Project
4,888
59,031

16,880
3,325
1,580
249
22,014
44,082
10,131
4,471
58,684

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

79,714

80,698

BANK ACCOUNTS 01/01/2016

15,954

46,634

Our Treasurer, John Bosco
Nyombi,
at
his
Citizenship
Ceremony with the Lord Mayor
and Mary Wake, his Haslar visitor
from the time when he was
himself an immigration detainee..
Congratulations
John
Welcome to Britain!

Bosco!

The Lord Mayor is a patron of
Friends Without Borders.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE PROJECT
The almost complete lack of legal aid for Asylum and Immigration
matters and the closure of the only remaining solicitor in Portsmouth
undertaking any immigration work has ensured a busy year for the
Access to Justice Project. The office has been manned by one adviser
on two days a week throughout the year. We also have one new adviser
under training who we hope will shortly qualify at Level 1. We may then
be able to start training another volunteer. By opening on Mondays and
Thursdays, we have been able to answer a number of initial questions
brought to the Drop in. Any enquirers at the drop in who have cases that
need to be seen by Access to Justice first complete a very short
questionnaire and letter of authority. This is brought to Access to Justice
at the end of the morning, looked at and an appointment made by
telephone for the earliest available date.
During the year we have seen 52 new clients from 27 different
nationalities with a very wide range of problems. The largest numbers
were from Iran and Iraq. Others came from countries as far apart as
China and Gambia, Mongolia and Zimbabwe. Help and advice was
given on an equally wide spectrum of matters including fresh claims for
asylum, extensions to leave to remain, leave to remain as a result of
domestic violence, EEA permits and documents, nationality and
citizenship, family reunion, visit visas, and travel documents.
Of those already on our books at the beginning of the year and those
who came during it, over 40 cases have been resolved or the clients
have moved on. These include:
5 have achieved citizenship or settlement
5 have achieved extension to their leave to remain and
7 have achieved the EEA Residence or other permit that they
sought.
Of the remainder:
4 have been removed or deported
5 moved away from Portsmouth
10 were given one-off advice
We are pleased to have persuaded a Judge to remind the Home Office
that failure to answer a telephone call is not proof that a small company
does not exist and that, when consulting an entry on the Companies
House website, it is worth looking at page 2 as well as page 1. We are
optimistic that sometime in the future the Home Office may understand

that a market trader in rural Sudan may not know her date of birth. Still
less may she know the date and place her parents were born or married.
At the end of the year, we had 39 remaining client files, either needing
more active work or awaiting Home Office responses to submissions
already made. There is every indication so far that we will get as many
new clients this year as last (52). With the Home Office being ever more
difficult and producing ever more restrictions, we will not be short of work
or challenges in 2016. We will continue to do the best we can for as
many as we can within the resources available.
John Bingham

42% of Access to Justice
clients Won their Cases

ONE-OFF
ADVICE
28%

CITIZENSHIP
OR
SETTLEMENT
14%
EXTENDED
LEAVE TO
REMAIN
14%
EEA
RESIDENCE
19%

MOVED FROM
PORTSMOUTH
14%

REMOVED OR
DEPORTED
11%

Working in the
Community
Part of our work is the “education of the
general
public
through
lectures,
presentations and discussions”. Alan,
Charles,
Coleen,
Michael,
Moses,
Rosalind and other volunteers have all
helped with these events.
Visit by the Lord Mayor of Portsmouth

Portsmouth Rotary
New Forrest Amnesty
Emsworth Wesley Guild
Flick Drummond MP
Bognor Quakers
Lord Mayor of Portsmouth
Holy Trinity Fareham
Friendship House
Portsmouth Cathedral
Emsworth Mothers‟ Union
Friendship House – Mosque Meal
Highbury (City Campus)
Highbury (Main Campus)
Sheikh Fazle Abbas Datoo

Visit by Flick Drummond MP

28th July 2015
12th September 2015
15th October 2015
9th November 2015
12th November 2015
19th November 2015
21st November 2015
19th December 2015
23rd January 2016
18th February 2016
6th March 2016
15th March 2016
16th March 2016
17th March 2016

Illustrated talk
Illustrated talk
Illustrated talk
Guided tour
Illustrated talk
Guided tour
Illustrated talk
Talk and film
Exhibition
Illustrated talk
Exhibition
Exhibition
Exhibition
Guided tour

If
you
know
of
an
organisation which would
be interested in having a
speaker or hosting an
exhibition, or know of a
public figure who would like
to visit the drop-in please let
us know. We like to help –
there is no charge though
we would appreciate the
chance to make an appeal.

A “Hostile Environment”
The Home Secretary says the aim of the Immigration Bill is to create a
“hostile environment” for migrants. That has been happening for some
time.
 In 2013 Legal Aid was stopped for almost all immigration work except
asylum.
.

 In 2014 the Human Right to family life was restricted so that a father
could be arrested and deported leaving wife and British born children
struggling in an officially contrived single mother household.
.

 From 2014 an employer who gives a job to someone without papers
can be fined £20,000.
.

 Asylum seekers are not allowed to work and during 2015 their
meagre benefits have been re-organised to dis-advantage mothers
with children, cutting income by up to 30%.
 In 2015 an all-party Parliamentary Committee condemned
immigration detention for more than 28 days. But people are still held
indefinitely and the number of beds has been increased by more than
25% under this Home Secretary.
 In 2015 there were 2,343 people detained for more than 4 months.
 Keeping children in detention is illegal. But in 2015 there were 155
children in immigration detention.
 From 2016 a landlord who lets accommodation to someone without
papers can be fined £3,000 per tenant.
.

 The 2016 Immigration Bill proposes reclassifying technical offences
as criminal offences so an undocumented migrant can have his
driving licence removed, his vehicle and earnings confiscated (as
“proceeds of criminal activity”) and be sent to prison.
Destitution, indefinite detention and administrative harassment are
official policy. Limiting the right to family life, limiting the right to appeal,
reclassifying civil offences as criminal, cutting benefits for asylum
seekers - all these create a very hostile climate for immigrants. They
invite comparison with totalitarian states. They make a mockery of the
old-fashioned British virtue of giving refuge to those in need.
Michael Woolley

Our work at Friends Without Borders is in Portsmouth but we are aware of
and concerned about the wider world. One of our volunteers recently (as a
private individual) visited Calais and sent us this report.

THE JUNGLE
In „The Jungle‟ – the nickname given
to migrant encampment in Calais –
you
experience
and
witness
something profound, inspiring, and/or
beautiful
everyday.
As
a
volunteeryou also go to bed every
night on a mattress in a heated room
with a shower, toilet, and sink next to
you –and that is when the reality of
the situation hits you, and hits you
hard. On my return, I realized that
the paradox „brutally beautiful‟ was
the best way in which to sum up my
experience. The brutality presents
itself in terms of the everyday
conditions and experiences of those
who are both restricted and reliant on
the Jungle, as a result of wider sociopolitical issues. At the same time, the
Jungle exemplifies the true beauty of
humanity and it is this that keeps the
heart of the Jungle beating and alive.
By this I mean the united force of all
the people who dedicate their time to
love, help, and care for one another,
generating a collective spirit of
strength and hope.
I went out to Calais with an
organization called Volunteering in
Calais, run by two fabulous ladies
from Bristol. They fund volunteers‟
travel and accommodation costs,
and in return ask them to raise a
modest amount towards the ongoing
costs of the organisation‟s work.
Once there, volunteers receive a

briefing each morning where all
questions are answered and vital
information is given (for example,
when I arrived we were briefed about
the recent outbreak of measles, the
current situation with the French
police, and about further safety
measures). Day 1 was based in one
of the two warehouses that receive
donations – such as tents, clothing,
food and medical supplies – and
then sort and give them out from one
of the Distribution Points in the
Jungle. I would spend my mornings
at one of the warehouse sorting
stations, using a tried and efficient
method to organize the mass and
mixture of donations. After lunch
(provided by more volunteers in a
warehouse kitchen) I would go into
the Jungle, where I would receive
warm smiles, hugs and tea.I would
muck in with the jobs that needed to
be done: preparing food in the
Belgium and Ashram Kitchens;
building fences; painting signs; and
distributing clothes. Alongside these
physical tasks, it was important to
have fun and interact with people in
the immediate vicinity, and I often
found myself learning new dances
and new songs. I would have to
leave the encampment before dusk
to avoid any potential tear gas
attacks, and to ensure that I ate a
good
dinner
and
rested
in
preparation for the following day.

A highlight of my week in France was
being in the audience when the
Shakespeare Globe Company visited
the Jungle to perform Hamlet on 3rd
February 2016 (below). I helped to
distribute tea and popcorn, as well as
set up and dismantle the stage. The
script was translated into Arabic and
Farsi for people to follow and the
actors were fantastic at keeping us
all engaged. Everybody huddled
together for warmth and there were
roars of laughter, whistles and
jeering at „the villains‟ throughout the
performance. It was such a heartwarming experience.
Post performance, together with
some fellow volunteers, I went into
the youth centre, and it was here that
I met a rather introverted boy called
Yazen.
As
our
conversation
developed it became clear that this
boy was an orphan, having lost his

parents and siblings in the process of
fleeing Iraq. He explained that his
friend sat next to him was his new
family, and he then pointed at me
and the other white people in the
centre and said „You‟re all my new
family‟. When you are in the Jungle,
you wear your heart on your sleeve,
and people care, people listen and
people help.
A rather sad footnote to this account
is that, as a result of the recent
action to clear the southern part of
the Jungle with bulldozers, much of
the work I helped to undertake no
longer exists. The most upsetting for
me personally was to see that the
fence and gate we had built to
enclose the school area comprising
three big buildings each containing
two classrooms with desks and
chairs, the jungle gym play area, and
a solar panel station had all gone.
Rosie Goodship

A Diamond in the Dirt
Like a rusty nail on an old boat, a business class seat on
a plane that goes where the stars don't glow.
From the keys to the Ferrari that's as slow as a donkey,
From being promised a dream so amazing you go.
People without friends travelling to a new border,
running away from a land, where hatred is all.
We all have a story to tell - a traumatic experience –
our life living hell.
And when all seems down and depression the mood,
you hear about this “drop-in” too good to be true.
Every-one we trusted on our journey has hurt us,
we walk into the drop-in confused broken and used.
We are greeted with smiles! Hello friend! How can I help you?
Would you like tea or something to eat?
Or would you like to sit down - please take my seat.
And slowly it changes, our trauma starts mending.
Our trust starts growing our smiles are now glowing.
We left our old friends in the search for new hope.
Now we‟ve found happiness with new friends we can trust,
Friends without Borders are surely the best.

Abdul Majid Dhana
Majid got Leave to Remain recently
with the help of our Access to Justice team.

Friends Without Borders

Registered Charity no 1080187
This is a multi-purpose form. Please fill in such parts as are relevant.

Count me as a Supporter

Please add me to your supporters list and send occasional emails.
Name:_________________________________________________________
Email for news: _________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________
Postcode: ________________ Phone number:_________________________




Gift Aid Certificate

Donations from taxpayers are supplemented by a grant from the Treasury
Our Treasurer will make the claim, the only thing needed of the donor is their address and
signature below that they are paying income tax

I am a taxpayer paying tax at least equivalent to this claim and claim Gift Aid on this and all future
donations. I have given my address above.
Signed: ___________________________________ Dated: ____________________

Standing Order

To the Manager: please pay Friends Without Borders the sum below by standing order until further
notice. Friends Without Borders account is with Lloyds, Waterlooville Sort code: 30-99-20.
Account number: 00985875
Monthly amount in figures: £________ in words: _____________________________
Date of first payment: ____________________
My bank and branch: ____________________________________________________
My sort code: _______________ My account number:__________________________
My account name: ______________________________________________________
My signature: __________________________________________________________

Please return this form to:
Friends Without Borders, All Saints Church, Commercial Road
Portsmouth PO1 4B

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP
.

Become a Supporter
Email: coordinator@friendswithoutborders.org.uk and we‟ll send you an
occasional newsletter.

Give Money for Grants
Asylum seekers get £36.95 a week – enough to live but any small
emergency such as a hole in a shoe or a trip to a hospital becomes a
crisis. We pay £300 a week in small grants to needy asylum seekers.

Make out a Standing Order
Big national charities like the Red Cross do great jobs - but are not
permanently in Portsmouth. When a particular project ends they leave
the City. One of our strengths is a network of local supporters who pay
small (£5 or £10) amounts each month and give us staying power.

Remember to add Gift Aid
Gift Aid adds a 25p to every £1 you give so anybody who pays income
tax should sign the form overleaf.

Leave a Legacy
One of our supporters left us £1,000 in early 2016. This is the first legacy
we have received but hopefully not the last.

Volunteer Yourself
We need volunteer case workers. We also need volunteers to do various
other jobs. The asylum-seekers themselves do much of the hum-drum
work but it‟s good to have some steady volunteers. Email:
coordinator@friendswithoutborders.org.uk
And finally to all those of you supporting the work already be assured
that we will spend your money wisely and ...

THANK YOU VERY MUCH

